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Abstract 

 

The most noticeable topic for electrical engineering is power quality in recent year. Power quality problem is an occurrence 

manifested as a nonstandard voltage, current or frequency. Utility distribution networks, sensitive industrial load and critical 

commercial operation suffer from various types of outages and service interruption can cost significant financial losses. One of the 

major problems dealt here is the voltage sag. With the fast development in power electronics technology have made it possible to 

mitigate power quality problems. Dynamic Voltage Restorer is a series connected power electronics based device that can quickly 

mitigate the voltage sag in the system and restore the load voltage to the pre-fault value. In this paper we go through to relevant 

power quality problems for a DVR and power electronics controllers for voltage sag and swell mitigation. Thereafter the operation 

and elements in DVR is described. In this thesis proposed utilizes the error signal to control the triggering of the switches of an 

inverter using Unit Template Vector Technique (UTVT). Modelling and simulation of proposed DVR is implemented in MATLAB 

SIMULINK.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

POWER quality in the distribution system is widely studied due to its impact on some sensitive loads [1]. Power quality problems 

include sags, swells, transients and other distortions to the sinusoidal waveform [1]. The new group of devices called custom power 

devices [2] are developed and installed for the improvement of power quality in the distribution system. They are mainly of three 

categories such as shunt connected distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM), series connected compensator like dynamic 

voltage restorer (DVR) and unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) which is connected in both shunt and series. The series 

connected compensator can regulate the load terminal voltage from the ‘low quality’ supply voltage and protect the critical 

consumer loads from tripping and consequent loss. The installation of custom power devices at the consumer point is governed by 

the IEEE standard [3]. A DVR is connected between the supply and the sensitive load so that it can insert a voltage of required 

waveform. Hence it can protect sensitive consumer loads from supply disturbances. In a capacitor supported DVR, the power 

absorbed/supplied is zero in the steady state. The voltage injected by the DVR should be in quadrature with the feeder current [2]. 

The analysis, design and voltage injection schemes of capacitor supported DVR is discussed in the literature [4]-[6] and the 

different control strategies are developed [7]-[9]. The instantaneous reactive power theory[7], sliding mode controller based [8], 

symmetrical components based [9] control techniques for series compensator are reported in the literature. In this paper, a new 

control algorithm is developed based on unit templates [10] for the control of capacitor supported DVR for sag, swell, harmonics 

and unbalance in supply voltage. The computer simulation is performed using MATLAB software with it simulink and power 

system block set for verifying the proposed control algorithm. 
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Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of Capacitor Supported DVR 

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

 Voltage Sag/Swell and Unbalance in Supply 

Voltage sags/swells caused by some unexpected faults like L-L, L-G, L-L-G, & 3-Phase faults will be having impact on some 

critical loads. For this problem the DVR injects the voltages to regain and maintain its desired value. DVR injection of voltage 

with minimized power loss for compensation point of view can be reached by selecting a proper magnitude and phase angle 

[10].From [33], understood meaning of voltage sag is the dip of RMS voltage by its magnitude values in the range of 10% to 90% 

of its original value for few cycles. And the second undesired thing is voltage swell; it is defined as a raise in RMS voltage 

magnitude value to between 110% and 180% ofits original value for few cycles. As with sag, swell is also system fault. An L-G 

fault can result in a voltage swell in the healthy phases. Swell can also result from energizing a large capacitor bank. However, in 

the grounded system there will be, negligible voltage swell in healthy lines since there a delta connected winding of transformer 

which provides a low impedance paths for zero sequence currents when single phase to ground fault takes place [11]. 

 Unbalance in the Supply Voltage 

Unbalances or distortions in the supply voltages can occur anywhere in distribution system. Normally, the main origin of problem 

is different line loads due to system voltage unbalance, different system impedances. The entire loss of phase is the eventual voltage 

unbalance in the 3-phase system. 

 Effects of Voltage Sag/Swell and Unbalanced Voltages 

The sag/swell in the supply voltage and unbalance in supply will creates even more phase current unbalances which can harm the 

electric machinery like motors and generators, transformers and connecting lines. If we can take for example 1% of voltage 

unbalance at the extremes of fully loaded motor can sequel in 6-10% of unbalance in current of phases, because of which operating 

temperature of motor may raise and consequently reduction in energy efficiency and decreases it life span. 

III. CONTROL SCHEME OF DVR 

The proposed control strategy is aimed to generate reference signals for both shunt and series APFs of UPQC. An approach based 

on UTT is exploited to get reference voltage signals for the series APF, where as the control strategy for shunt APF utilizes two 

closed loop PI controllers. The reference voltage generation for series and shunt APF is shown in Fig.2. 

 Reference Voltage Signal Generation for Series APF 

The extraction of three-phase voltage reference signal for series APF is based on Unit Vector Template Generation, achieved with 

the help of Unit Vector Templates genrator. Three phase in-phase unit templates ( Uva , Uvb , Uvc ) are derived from the three phase 

supply voltage ( Vsa , Vsb ,Vsc ) as, 

Vt = {2/3(Vsa
2 + Vsa 

2 + Vsa
2)}1/2 

Uva = Vsa/ Vt ; Uvb = Vsb / Vt ; Uvc = Vsc / Vt; 

Where as Vt is the terminal voltage. 

These Unit Vector Templates are multiplied with the desirable peak amplitude (Vt*) of load voltage to obtained reference load 

voltages denoted by Vlar , Vlbr  and Vlcr 

Vlar = Vt* x Uva 
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Vlbr = Vt* x Uvb 

Vlcr = Vt* x Uvc 

In order to have distortion less load voltage, the load voltage must be equal to these reference signals. The measured load voltages 

are compared with reference load voltage signals. The error generated is then taken to a hysteresis controller to generate the required 

gate signals for series APF. 

 Unit Template Generator for Series APF 

The series is controlled in such a way that it injects voltages (vinj, vinjb and v), which cancel outs the distortions present in the 

supply voltages (vsa, vsb and vsc), thus making the voltages at PCC (vla, vlb and vlc) perfectly sinusoidal with the desired 

amplitude. In other words, the sum of supply voltage and the injected series filter voltage makes the desired voltage at the load 

terminals. The control strategy for the series APF is shown in Figure5.3. Since, the supply voltage is distorted, a phase locked loop 

(PLL) is used to achieve synchronization with the supply voltage .Three-phase distorted supply voltages are sensed and given to 

PLL which generates two quadrature unit vectors (sinwt,coswt).The in-phase sine and cosine outputs from the PLL are used to 

compute the supply in phase,120° displaced three unit vectors (ua ,ub uclc ) as: 

Vt = {2/3(Vsa
2 + Vsa 

2 + Vsa
2)}1/2 

Uva = Vsa/ Vt ; Uvb = Vsb / Vt ; Uvc = Vsc / Vt; 

Where as Vt is the terminal voltage. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Control Scheme of DVR 

IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

The developed model of three-phase DVR system and the proposed control scheme in the MATLAB/ SIMULINK enviournment 

is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4. The performance of DVR is evaluated in terms of voltage harmonics mitigation, SAG and SWELL 

correction under different load conditions. The load under consideration is a combination of balanced linear loads. The performance 

of the proposed control scheme of three-phase DVR is evaluated for sinusoidal supply voltages as well as distorted supply mains. 
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Fig. 3: MATLAB Model of DVR 

 
Fig. 4: MATLAB Model of DVR Controller 

 Performance of DVR for Fault Mitigation 

Fig.5 shows the response of system without DVR for linear load. The distributed network was put into operation unsymmetrical 

line to line fault at 0.5 sec. Due to line to line unsymmetrical fault, source and load voltage get distorted. 
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Fig. 5: Result of Linear Load without DVR under L-L Fault 

 Fig.6 shows the response of system with DVR for linear load. The distributed network was put into operation unsymmetrical 

line to line fault at 0.5 sec. Due to DVR compensation for line to line unsymmetrical fault, load voltage get balanced. 

 Performance of DVR for Voltage Harmonic Mitigation L-G Fault 

Fig.7 shows the response of linear load without DVR for voltage harmonic mitigation under L-G fault. At t=0.2 sec the series APF 

is put into operation and at t=0.3 sec the resistive load. In order to verify the effectiveness of control algorithm for voltage harmonic 

mitigation, a three phase resistive load is switched on at 0.3 sec. Because of this the load voltage becomes distorted. It is observed 

that the load voltage THD is improved from 20.62 % to 0.60 % as shown in fig.7 and fig.8 respectively. The harmonic spectrums 

of load voltage without compensation and with compensation are shown in fig.7 and fig.8 respectively. 

 
Fig. 6: Result of Linear Load with DVR under L-L Fault 
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Fig. 7: Load Voltage FFT without compensation under L-G Fault 

 
Fig. 8: Load Voltage FFT with Compensation under L-G Fault 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper behaviour of DVR under unsymmetrical fault has been studied. The compensation of voltage sag/swell and 

compensation for distortion in voltage is analyzed. Whenever the disturbance (sag, swell and distortion) occurs the DVR is 

supporting by injecting or absorbing voltage, otherwise DVR will be in standby mode. However, in standby mode also it is 

supplying small voltage drops for the switching losses in VSC, filtering mechanism. In the case of L-G fault distortion in supply 

voltage DVR is supplying the load voltage nearly as desired with THD 0.60% which is acceptable. The proposed controlled was 

simulated and analyzed through MATLAB/SIMULIMK software. 

APPENDIX 

Supply voltage: 415 V RMS, 50Hz. 

Supply impedance: 50μH, 0.01Ω. 

DC link voltage: 1000 V 

Ripple filter parameter: 0.01Ω, 0.5m H, 0.1Ω, 0.5mH, 1.4μF. 

Linear load: 15KW (Resistive load). 

Transformer: 4KVA, 230/230V 
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